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Dear Young-sters,

As I craft my final Forum letter as Principal, the words of Emerson come to mind: "So
shall we come to look at the world with new eyes. Nature is not fixed but fluid. Spirit
alters, moulds, makes it. Every spirit builds itself a house, and beyond its house a
world..." And what a world we have seen in recent months. We have seen a pandemic
infect the world and it is not just a virus that has spread, but a sense of uncertainty and
fear that has also contaminated our lives. No one has emerged unscathed. Seemingly
healthy people have succumbed and died. We have witnessed job losses, violence,
despair, grief, panic, misconceptions, conspiracies and so much despair.

Yet, despite this, we have also witnessed phenomenal resilience, a willingness to
change and adapt. We have seen the courage of our 'builders' - people willing to create
and challenge and rise above adversity. We have accepted the (sometimes resented)
technological advances - the realities of Teams, Google, Zoom - and done our best to
harness their power for good. We have taken solace in our yoga, and done our best to
share its innate wisdom and calm, with those in our circles, and beyond.

Jeanette, I know you have served the YYI for many, many years, and in many, many
ways. You have been immeasurably supportive and I feel utterly unable to fill your
shoes. But I will do my best to pass on the traditions, insight and care that you have so
willingly shared. Your candle shines brightly, and with it, you have lit many more. I
know you declared you’d never be a tutor, but in some ways, you have tutored me, and
our committee, keeping impeccable records, and remembering details of meetings and
members. Bless you and thank you.

Isabel, your meticulous attention to detail is most enviable. You sort through the
finances, keep things ticking, and ensure that in challenging times, the YYI is financially
afloat… which is pretty impressive for a non-profit organization! You have also served
the YYI in many roles over the years. I am so glad that you are teaching once more, and
I know that you will hand over the baton with a measure of relief, as you spend more
time traveling and with your beloved family.

Etienne, Tatjana and Cynthia, our trusty Gauteng Trio, I thank you for a wonderfully
healing March retreat. I am sad that we are not to have La Verna 'reunion' this August
but with all the fear-factors, and waves and levels, perhaps it is wiser and safer to
pause.

To Karen and the KZNers, I am sure that Winnie would be elated that the leadership of
the YYI is once again on 'home turf.' I know that you have many wonderful, innovative
ideas and I wish you every success for your term of office.

At many official ceremonies, whether they are graduations or weddings, there is a
moment for a toast: "To absent friends." And this is my toast to Graham Hankin:

GOODBYE
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When I first chatted to Graham, it was to ask him to co-host at La Verna, with two
other YYI 'manne" - Etienne and Stephen. Do you remember that wonderful "Boys'
Weekend"? We had a braai and superb workouts, and a movie night - with WInnie
gracing the screen and admonishing us to get "smartly up!“

Behind the scenes, Graham had been working on digitising all of WInnies' books: he
sorted out the graphics, sharpening, redrawing, and ensuring that the wording
matched the drawings. He liaised with the printers and Jenny, changing the formats,
updating and refining. His dedication was undoubted. At workshops, he shared his in-
depth knowledge of anatomy, together with his zest for yoga, practised with precision
and a heightened awareness of 'what is best for YOUR body.' Last year, when we had
Jabula Day in the park, he introduced himself by saying, "Hi everyone. If you don't
know me, I am Graham. I have been told I am an acquired taste....." What an honour
to have "acquired" Graham in the YYI. He shared his time and expertise in a selfless
and generous manner. I am sure that he is helping the angels to unlock their hips,
align their spines, and keep their necks in neutral. May he rest in peace and know
how much he is missed.

To all in the YYI family,

Take care of yourselves, and when these challenging days threaten to overwhelm
you, "Remember. Think again. Remember the afflicted when your world seems dull
and drear. Remember and be thankful that you can walk and see and hear." These
words from Jeanne Assheton-Smith remind us of our blessings. A meditation app I
use, called Omvana, had a meditation on gratitude, and the guide reminded me that
it is impossible to be depressed and grateful simultaneously. Thus, gratitude has to
reign supreme, if we are to overcome.

I wish you strength, resilience, faith. May we journey beyond chaos and insecurity,
emerging wiser and kinder.

Bless you and thank you all,
Namaste,
Ingrid
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Namaste good people!

Allow me to introduce myself, I am Karen Carr, and I am your new Principal. I am
currently Chairman for KZN and have a wonderful, relatively new team supporting
me, as well as our fabulous Treasurer, Naomi, who is still holding that position. I will
be looking to evolving my contribution next year, which means I will be relinquishing
my Chairman role early next year. I feel that my experience in KZN has equipped me
well for the Principal role which I have just been awarded.

To share a little about myself I was born and raised in England and emigrated to SA as
a teenager with my close family. Of course, I fell in love with this country after a
while and cannot even countenance living elsewhere, even after my entire family
emigrated back to England. I am married to a South African, Andrew, and we have 3
cats and 2 dogs, who are all my furbabies.

I have always taken part in group exercise of some sort, and in 1997 my now mother-
in-law, Jean, introduced me to YYI yoga classes, with Pam Badenhorst and Helen
Nielsen. That’s when my love affair with yoga began. Over the years I moved classes
a little, attending some classes with Nathalie, and also at Virgin Active. I left full time
employment in 2009, took up some volunteer work and in 2014 decided that I
wanted to become a yoga teacher and share this wonderful gift with others, so I
ended up practicing with Pam again, and still do. I teach a weekly class in Pam’s
studio and also at Virgin Active. I was fortunate to train with the very knowledgeable
Mandy Wienand, who trained under Winnie Young herself. I earned my Instructors
Badge in 2017, and I am now planning to become a Tutor as soon as I qualify.

In my career, I was in software development for 16 years, involved in coding,
analysis, design, documentation and training, which I absolutely loved and I bring this
experience and love to the YYI. Some wonderful changes have already begun, with
the generous hard work and sacrifice of Etienne Moorcroft and the late Graham
Hankin, we now have updated and digitised copies of our course material. To my
mind that was just a beginning step. When Ingrid Barnsley and I met at a KZN South
Coast retreat in April, we discussed starting a project to modify our training material
and bring it into the 21st century. Something I am extremely passionate about. This
project, thanks to Ingrid and Jenny Gough, has already begun and I am thrilled to be
part of the team. I could not be more excited, as our course material created by
Winnie is Gold, and mostly needs to be consolidated, modernised and tweaked. This
is being overseen by Jenny, who is our forward thinking Tutorial Director.

Ingrid has already begun the wonderful transition into the world of Media, through
having our Website updated and refreshed, getting the YYI onto Instagram and
Facebook platforms, all of which I intend to keep up, so that our presence can be
expanded. Ingrid is going to continue as Secretary for a while to help with the
transition of the NEC back to KZN after so many years.

WELCOME
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A really positive thing to come out of this Pandemic, is that so many more people, and
people of all ages, have had to become Tech savvy with online classes and even doing
classes from YouTube, which allows for the sharing of new ideas and variations. I still
use some Zoom recordings of the online classes I attended in the early lockdown,
when I need to practice at home, and I remember how that kept me sane. In the
future we will be able to hold our AGM’s online via Zoom, so anyone around the
country can attend.

We’ve all had time in the last year and more, to take stock of life and of ourselves, and
to decide what matter to us. I believe it is important in life to find your purpose, and I
feel that this is mine. To grow the awareness of the YYI, increase our membership,
and bring Winnie’s wonderful experience and words to more people, and especially
utilise the advantages of online accessibility.

Finally may I give my thanks and appreciation to Ingrid for all of her passion and hard
work during her tenure as Principal. We would not have had the exciting changes
made thus far without her attitude and hard work

I look forward to meeting more of our Gauteng and Country Cousin Members at the
Retreat at La Verna.

Sending love and Light to all
Karen (spelt with a K and said like a C)
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Extracts of article from Leandra Hern 

“ANXIETY does not empty tomorrow of its sorrows, but only empties today 

of its strength” 

- Charles Spurgeon

Yoga and meditation scope the science of flowing enlightened, right living.

Enlightenment is the opposite of suffering (pain is inevitable, suffering is optional)

Suffering is caused by graspingly pinning all hope of happiness on things that don’t
last. Impermanence is however important and useful because it turbocharges our
spiritual growth. It is letting the flow of impermanence massage us. Flow is the
intrinsic reward associated with a highly concentrated state; enjoyable
concentration.

One goal of practicing meditation is to offer a permanent solution to unhappiness.

According to Shinzen Young in his book “The Science of Enlightenment: How
Meditation Works” declares:

“I live with the knowledge that most people will never have what they so easily could
achieve. I know that the demands of daily life will convince them that they cannot
set aside even a few moments to develop one skill that will make it possible for them
to optimally respond to those demands.”

- Shinzen Young

He elaborates : Meditation changes your relationship to sensory experience
including thoughts and body sensations. It allows you to experience thoughts and
body sensation in a clear and unblocked way. When the sensory experience of the
mind-body becomes sufficiently clear and uninhibited it ceases to be a rigid thing
that imprisons your identity. The sensory self becomes a comfortable home, not a
jail cell. That’s why enlightenment is sometimes referred to as liberation. It is being
the no-self / true self or elastic self. It is using effortless focus to enlarge and enrich
your life; making you bigger in the setting of your daily life leading to
enlightenment.

Walks of life imply different paths but enlightenment is not a path it is realizing
where you have always been. The distance between the starting point and the
destination is zero, contradicting the very concept of a path. When we think about
spirituality as a path we create the idea of enlightenment as an object out there in
the future, separate from ourselves.

“We shall not cease from exploration and the end of all our exploring will be to
arrive where we started and know the place for the first time.” – TS Eliot
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Taking the “mist” our of mysticism this is not far-fetched just taste a doughnut to
experience bliss – the hole tastes as good as the cake.

What sets mysticism apart from spirituality of thought and feeling is that it includes the
cultivation of high concentration – you learn to pay attention; rewiring your brain.

If you pay attention you become aware of “self” and “no-self”. For example when you
are alone at night under the covers your sense of self is somewhat diminished. If you
walk into a room full of strangers and everyone stops to stare at you, your sense of self
grows larger.

Equinamity is the ability to allow sensory experience to well up without suppression
and to pass away without identifying it. After a glimpse of no-self the old habitual “self-
self” will arise. Without tracking skills and equanimity people quickly re-identify with
their former habitually patterned identity and consequently the unitive perspective
fades. There is a difference between peak experiences (the doughnut) and actual
enlightenment. Enlightenment is not a peak from which you descend over time it is a
plateau from which you ascend.

You may say “what goes up must come down” but as a general principle any positive
state that you experience within the context of silent sitting practice, you must try to
attain in the midst of ordinary life.

“Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.” Matt 5:48
“Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ. Eph 4:13
There are many references to Meditation in the Bible; prayer is worship and
supplication (asking God) whereas Meditation is listening to Him.

It is the attainment of Primordial Perfection like a mature person. According to Krishan
Kumar Suman (Yoga for daily life) It is an exercise for consciousness where
consciousness is the internal power which wills, cognizes and retains.

Emily Mountain said “Energy is the currency of the universe. When you ‘pay’ attention
to something, you ‘buy’ that experience. So when you allow your consciousness to
focus on someone or something that annoys you, you feed it energy, and it
reciprocates the experience of being annoyed. Be selective in your focus because your
attention feeds the energy of it and it keeps it alive. Not just within you, but in the
collective consciousness as well.”

Having made reference to Shinzen Young’s book, specifically he has devised a formula
for Meditation

Concentration + sensory clarity + equanimity + time = insight + purification.
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Ordinary experience when greeted with concentrated clarity and equanimity

catalyses a process of insight and purificaton which culminates in the ability to have a

complete experience whenever you want (not just while meditating).

In this narrative we refer to both yoga and meditation but stress that for the

purposes of meditation we do gentle yoga as a precurser to relax the body. The

Science of Postitive Psychology scopes inter alia both yoga and meditation.

We are spiritual beings having a physical experience not physical beings having a

spiritual experience and a yoga way of life is a way of passing a perfect life devoid of

diseases and disorders. Hence one cannot often talk about yoga without mentioning

meditation and vice versa.

Chitta is a Sanskrit word from the term “cit” which means consciousness broadly
speaking corresponds to mind of modern psychology but it has more comprehensive
functions. It is the internal power which cognizes, wills and retains that is the whole
of the psychic apparatus. Vritti is a term derived from the root vrit which is a way of
existing, including the modifications and states of a thing. In the yoga system the
vritti has been used to technically imply cognition of the conscious mental states.
Yoga is the path that bridges the conscious with the unconscious mind.

For meditation the goal is to still the constant chatter of the mind the Chitta Vritti.
We silently repeat a Mantra.

A meditation should proceed as follows: Pranayama, Stability, Vacuum and Bliss.
Pranayama : breath
Stability : correct posture
Vacuum : concentration
Bliss: happy result.
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Presented by: Naomi Klingenberg

Yogis were invited to experience TRANSITIONS in ASANA and
the importance of ALIGNMENT, STABILITY before MOBILITY 

to avoid FLEXIBILITY becoming a LIABILITY.
This needed understanding and included the  

BANDHAS & MUDRAS in ASANA to create STHIRA (stability)

6 ASANAS will be shared from the existing Programme:
Prone TADASANA; SUPTA PADANGUSTHASANA; Introductory USTRASANA;

VIRABHADRASANA 2; MAHA MUDRA; Introductory & Classic JANU SIRSASANA

1. TADASANA (prone position)
* Place a Bolster across mat & lower pelvis from just below navel to upper thighs.

(Add folded blankets on bolster to achieve a height of at least 10-12 cm)
* A block, half height, under each arm, supporting from elbow to wrist.
* Palms face each other at least shoulder width apart or wider for compromised
shoulders.

TECHNIQUE:
* Lift lower abdominal area from pubic bone to navel up into lumbar spine.
* Lift chest off floor. Keep ears in line with upper arms.
* Flex feet, spread toes & skin on soles of feet. Big toes just off floor.
* Fully extend from heels to crown of head & into fingertips.
* Firm legs & sitting bones towards each other.
* Top buttock flesh & back lower ribs extend towards heels.
* Feel the action & stability in the pelvis & lower abdominal organs joining the
spine.

The buttock and hamstring muscles are critical to balance the pelvic floor muscles.
This prone position allows us to find the “NEUTRAL PELVIS” we so often talk about.
With the pelvis supported no Anterior or Posterior Tilt happens in the pelvis here.
Rotational problems in the pelvis is corrected.

Alignment of the major joints with spine, shoulders & hips are established.
With the entire body supported, lift the Pelvic floor muscles slightly upwards.
It is a firmness you create but never a hardness that would restrict your breathing.
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2. SUPTA PADANGUSTHASANA a & b

* Place 2 blocks flat on back edge of mat to lift & support both heels.
(aligns ankles with hip bones & shoulders)

* A long belt with a small loop is placed on the ball of the RT foot.
* Raise RT leg 90deg to the perpendicular. Lt toes face upwards.

a) * Not holding the belt at first, learn to engage navel to spine.
& draw RT leg closer to face using abdominal muscles.

* Both legs need to be fully extended, thighs & knees firm.
* Take belt in both hands and extend arms above head.
* Draw on belt to stretch Hamstrings.
* To open the pelvis, CREATE SPACE & stretch RT leg further upwards.
* Also straighten & extend further into LT leg to open Lt pelvis. Groin soft.

( The floor facilitates proper alignment of the spine & major joint with our
magnificent pelvis which is the central steering mechanism of our entire body)
Memorize the ALIGNMENT from back of head, shoulders & heel
with the pelvis and the action of the abdominal muscles.
In this Supine position we learn the action required in the torso & legs
needed to do SIRSASANA, STANDING POSES & FORWARD BENDS.
Variation A also prepares body to correctly engage & align torso with legs in
UTTHITA HASTA PADANGUSTHASANA and VIRABHADRASANA 3.

b) PARSVA SUPTA PADANGUSTHASANA ( taking leg to the side)
* Hold loop of belt with RT hand. Elbow straight.
* Keep both legs outstretched & firm. Abdominal muscles firm.
* Shoulders flat on floor. Look straight up.
* Move RT leg to RT side until it reaches the floor.

NOTE that LT buttock probably lifts up from floor.
Draw LT torso & navel to the LT.
This pictures a SUPINE UTTHITA TRIKONASANA variation.
Head, RT shoulder, RT hip socket & RT heel in alignment.
This is the requirement of alignment when doing the classic TRIKONASANA.
(This is another way to explore Trikonasana if there is no wall space.)
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3. USTRASANA ( 3 introductions to learn MULA BANDHA and FRONTAL SUPPORT)

a) * Kneel on blanket to support knees to toes. Align toes with knees.
* Place a block flat between upper thighs. Knees hip width apart.
* Press shins, top of feet & 10 toes into floor.
* Palms on back top buttock flesh & keep this area soft & moving downwards.
* Descend back lower ribs down.
* Raise lower abdominal muscles from pubic plate to navel up & inwards.
* Press block with thighs & move sitting bones towards each other.
* Lift Pelvic Floor muscles upwards                     = MULA BANDHA

b) * Hold block in palms, elbows bend & under shoulders & pull block apart.
Feel the collar bones spread apart; shoulder girdle moves back; 
shoulder blades move into ribcage to open chest.

* Extend entire torso with this support. Breath should be free & open.
This FRONTAL SUPPORT & Mula Bandha engagement is needed to 
extended Backwards preventing collapse or propping.

c) * Place block behind skull bone & press lightly with fingers to support head.
* Engage same action in body as for a & b.
* Elbows point forward. Lift sternum.
* Use eyes (DRISTI) to guide / lead the entire body backwards.
Slow non-erratic transitions of the eyes & body.
First look at floor, gaze across wall then up to ceiling & right back.
* Head begins to extend back, elbows begin to lift upwards.
* If neck is healthy, support from the front throat & extend head & eyes right back.

Feel how much support is needed in the body to go into a back bend.
This same support should happen when we come out of the pose.

When the root/base & pelvis is correctly placed & engaged it supports the spine to 
move freely in all directions; it stabilizes the diaphragm during breathing;
and directly affects PRANA, energy levels in the entire body.
BANDHAS are mechanics by which a Yogi can direct the flow of PRANA, a life force.
A classic use of Mula Bandha is illustrated in Virabhadrasana 2.
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4.VIRABHADRASANA 2

* Create a loop with a strong belt & buckle, reaching from heel to waistline.
* Stand on belt with both heels. Open loop & step one leg forward & to the side.
* Secure belt around front groin & back heel. Adjust correct distance between feet.
* Turn RT leg 90 deg. Turn back toes slightly inwards.

a) *Place hands on top buttock flesh.
* Bend front leg at a 90 deg angle. Knee in line with ankle.
* Secure the back heel down & extend & straighten the back leg.
* Press all 4 corners of feet into floor. Press RT & LT feet down equally.
* Feel how the belt draws the front thigh bone back & into alignment.
* The front buttock is drawn forwards. (which often pops back)
* Now adjust the pelvis & abdominal organs from a listless drop into an Anterior Tilt
* Lift lower abdominal organs from pubic plate to navel
* Descend top buttock flesh and Sacrum down.
* Move sitting bones towards one another & raise pelvic floor muscles.
* This aligns the legs, opens the front pelvis yet supports entire torso.

b) * Turn the chest to face the front.
* Keep the spine vertical. Lift the sternum
* Turn palms facing upwards & extend arms sideways in line with the shoulders.
* Turn head To look across RT hand.

c) Keep entire engagement of legs & torso & the spine fully extended.
* Extend sideways & place RT elbow on RT thigh.
* Chest & shoulders still remain facing the front.
* Extend LT arm upwards to open the chest.
* Stack top shoulder over bottom shoulder.
* Extend arm over ear. Keep alignment from outer heel, top hip & fingertips.
* Turn navel upwards & fully extend lateral (LT side ) of body.
* Come out the way you came into the pose & repeat to the other side.
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5. MAHA MUDRA

A pose I wish to share with you as it is not covered in the YYI Training.
The reason being that it is the first in the chain of ASANAS to be performed to
understand JANU SIRSASANA & is intended to strengthen the spine for SIRSASANA.

MAHA MUDRA- a great/noble  SEALING POSE. 
Here it is intended to seal the openings at the top (throat ) & bottom (Pelvic 
openings.)
The pose needs conscious effort/training to fully extend the spine.
The action that produces this extension is the contraction of muscles, the BANDHAS.
In the throat, JALANDHARA BANDHA, root MULA BANDHA
& abdomen UDDIYANA BANDHA.

This engagement produces an overall length of the spine as the curves in the 
Lumbar, Cervical and Thoracic Spine is reduced.

TECHNIQUE: * Sit in DANDASANA. Bend one leg & lower knee to floor.
* Place heel of bend leg close to perineum.

(For tight hips and hamstrings raise hips on a shelf and for compromised knees use a 
support under the bend knee. If the back of the straight leg does not touch the floor, 
support it with a folded blanket/towel to avoid hyper-extension of knee.)

* Hold big toe of the extended leg with forefingers & middle fingers, link with 
thumbs.
* If big toe cannot be reached use a belt around the foot.
* Elbows remain straight ( This is NOT a Forward bend as in Janu Sirsasana)
* Firm & extend straight leg & knee cap. Press both thighs into floor (or support)
* Press sitting bones down & backwards & firm them towards each other
creating a sealing action of the pelvic floor muscles.

* Draw lower abdomen slightly in & upwards (activating the front & keeping spine 
passive)
( NB keep this as a seal & not the hard upward surging motion of the abdominal 

organs))
* From this stability, fully extend entire torso upwards into crown of head.
* Chest lifts & opens, shoulders remain down & level to floor.
* Bow head, chin to chest & seal throat lightly. JALANDHARA BANDHA
This ENTIRE muscle action creates STHIRA, stability.
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6. JANU SIRSASANA

A) Introductory Level
Janu Sirsasana illustrated in BYA and Light on Yoga, by BKS Iyengar 
is the Final/Classic pose for an Advanced Level.
NOTE here the heel of the bend leg comes to rest on it’s own inner thigh
close to the perineum. The bend knee is taken far back in a diagonal/obtuse angle.

For beginners, those with tight hamstrings or unconditioned spine or injuries or hip 
resistance or bend knee cannot be lowered to floor, there is an introductory level 
first.

Here the foot of the bend knee is placed on the inner thigh of the opposite leg.
The chest will naturally face the the straight leg.
In this variation there is no twist involved.
The hips at the back are level/straight like in Triang Mukaikapada Paschimottanasana.

NOTE: For the above conditions raise the buttocks 1-4 inches.
If the bend knee is not down, support with a block/s, bolster or folded blanket.
(This facilitates a better outer rotation of the bend knee & prevents 

compression in the bend knee when going forwards)
* The bend knee must press down, resist backwards, so that the organs are freed,
which lifts them up & moves them back naturally. 
* The spine can now extend upwards then forward without compression.
* Place a support under the extended leg if the leg/knee is not on the floor.
* The straight leg & knee have to be firm & pressing into floor as well.
* Straight leg moves back from the outer foot into the hip socket.
* Sitting bones root down, back & towards each other.
This creates the stability in the sacrum & spine to move upwards first then forwards.
* One can extend arms up first to experience this entire support of legs with torso.
* If front foot cannot be reached, use a belt to create the lift.
* No chin lock used in Janu Sirsasana. Look forward. Lumbar spine is more concave.
* Continue as usual; extend abdomen to thigh, chin to shin, elbows bend & raised to 
side.
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B) Advanced (classic) Level of JANU SIRSASANA

* From Dandasana. Bend the RT knee. Lower the RT knee to the floor.
* Move the RT knee as far back as possible to the RT.
* This creates a diagonal/obtuse angle between the legs (between 90 & 180 deg)
* RT heel is drawn to inner RT thigh, close to the perineum.
* Keep the LT leg fully extended throughout. Foot flexed, toes point straight up.
* LT thigh & kneecap firm. Back LT knee rests on floor. (support if needed)
NOTE: The back of your pelvis in not in a straight line any longer.
In order to keep the trunk facing the outstretched leg,
the trunk needs to revolve/turn/twist for sternum to be in line with the front leg.
* To achieve this:-Engage torso & legs as for Introductory Level.
* Press RT fingertips in front & LT fingertips at back to lift & turn the trunk to the RT.
* Reach forward to clasp outer edge of LT foot with the RT hand.
* LT hand crosses over RT arm to hold inner edge of LT foot.
(Use a belt around foot if it cannot be reached)
* Extend side of torso up & forwards; lift your abdomen, chest & breastbone.
* Raise head & keep lumbar spine concave.
* Shoulders same distance from floor. Chest open.
* Keep the external rotation of bend knee, press it down & back,
as the body is stretched from the bend knee.
* Once torso is aligned over front leg, change the grip of your hands.
* Draw on foot & give another lift of front body, looking up & forwards.
* Move trunk forward, bend & widen elbows sideways.
* Abdomen reaches thigh first, lastly chin reaches & is lowered beyond the knee.

I thank Cora and Rita, my Tutorial students, for doing the demonstrations on this day.
It was an absolute honor to share this workshop with 20 enthusiastic yogis.
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WORKSHOP 15 MAY 2021 PRESENTED BY NAOMI KLINGENBERG: EXPLORING 

TRANSITIONS IN ASANA PRACTICE, IN LIFE AND IN SEASONS. ALIGNMENT, 

STABILITY BEFORE MOBILITY

Comments and Feedback by Rita Blumrick 

The aspects that particularly struck me:

1. The strength and stability required to transition slowly, consciously and to

pause between the stages.

2. How to teach students to engage the mula bandha.

3. The effect of engaging the mula bandha and pelvis on the feet, knees and

thighs. The pelvis is the steering mechanism.

4. The value of props to learning an asana, and understanding what is required

and attaining the asana.

5. After a morning of standing asanas, I was amazed at the extent to which I

could achieve the forward bends, which are normally very difficult for me, that

were included in the programme.

6. The teaching of Maha Mudra, Sanmuki Mudra and Dhyana Mudra which are

not as well explained in the YYI books.

7. The depth of teaching and explanations of what the asana entails, how to

transition into it, the aspect to focus on, how to adapt to ensure all students of

different ability and body can attain the asana.

8. The depth of teaching goes further than YYI.

9. Now I wish I could remember it all!

PIETERMARITZBURG WORKSHOP 15 MAY 2021

It was such a pleasure for the Students Teachers and Senior Teachers to finally come
together again after no Workshops due to lock downs. For the second group of KZN
Tutorial students, we have come to realize that hard work still lies ahead before the
Final Examinations to be able to qualify.

Thank you to Naomi, we have taken a giant step further to understanding Mula
Bandha. Learning how every part of the body is inter-connected & reliant on the
other part. We learn t methods to teach beginners or unable bodies and so make
the Asanas more correct and reachable with apparatus.

She elaborated on Maha Mudra, Sanmuki Mudra and Dyana Mudra which gave us
better insight into the subtle postures. Although the morning was challenging, we
had a lot of fun enjoying each others company. We appreciate the work &
preparation Naomi has put into educating us. Watching the newly qualified teachers
receive their Instructor Badges and Certificates has given us added energy to
persevere & reach our goal.

Thank you for a wonderful workshop and the special YYI community in KZN.
Comments by Cora Landsberg
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Photos from 
the PMB 

Workshop
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YYI MOCK EXAMINATION 5 JUNE 2021

NAME: Rita Blumrick

TEACHER: Naomi Klingenberg

TUTOR: Naomi Klingenberg

THEME: Backbends

UNDERLYING PRINCIPLE: Complete involvement in every asana.

PUPIL LEVEL: Beginners 

DURATION: 75 minutes

APPARATUS REQUIRED: Non slip mat, 2 blocks, Sarvangasana support, 2 firm weave 
blankets or firm towels and a strap with a buckle.
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What are the benefits of yoga?

Several hundred scientific trials have been published on yoga in major medical
journals including a controlled trial from our group.2 Other studies have shown similar
results confirming that yoga is a safe and effective way to increase physical
activity that also has important psychological benefits due to its meditative nature.
As with other forms of exercise, yoga can increase muscle strength, improve
flexibility, enhance respiratory endurance, and promote balance.3–5 Yoga is also
associated with increased energy and fewer bodily aches and pains.6,7 Finally, yoga is
associated with improved anxiety, depression, and psychological stress.8 In summary,
yoga is associated with a wide range of physical and psychological benefits that may
be especially helpful for persons living with a chronic illness.

Physical activity is an essential part of the effective treatment of osteoarthritis (OA)

and rheumatoid arthritis (RA), according to treatment guidelines published by the

American College of Rheumatology.910 In persons with osteoarthritis, exercise is safe

and does not exacerbate pain or worsen disease.11–15 In fact, exercise may play a key

role in promoting joint health, since those who do not exercise often suffer more

joint discomfort than those who do.16 The health and psychological benefits of

exercise are widely recognized.17 However, regular physical activity

is especially important for people with arthritis, who often have decreased muscle

strength, physical energy, and endurance, in part due to their arthritis and the

tendency to be sedentary.18–20 Being sedentary can began a downward spiral where

pain increases, leading to more inactivity which leads to greater pain and disability.

The psychological benefits of exercise such as stress reduction, fewer depressive

symptoms, improved coping and well-being and enhanced immune functioning also

contribute to greater overall health.21–25

Have scientific studies of yoga been done in arthritis patients?

Early studies showed promising results with some improvement in joint health,

physical functioning, and mental/emotional well-being.26–28 Yoga has an important

positive effect on quality of life. People with arthritis may also enjoy yoga more than

traditional forms of exercise, and exercise enjoyment is an important predictor of

adherence.29,30 This is particularly important considering that, on average, 50% of

sedentary individuals will drop out of exercise within 6 months.31,32 Most importantly,

a review of yoga studies has shown that serious injuries are rare if practiced under

the guidance of certified instructors with avoidance of extreme positions.33,34

Extracts from Johns Hopkins Arthritis Centre
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We have recently published an article with the results of a clinical trial of yoga that

we conducted in the Johns Hopkins Arthritis Center.2 This was a large, rigorously

conducted, randomized, controlled trial of yoga designed and conducted by health

professionals including experts in rheumatology, psychology, public health, and yoga

therapy. This is important because the medical community in Western countries

remain concerned that yoga may not be appropriate for people with vulnerable

joints. In our study we provided critical evidence showing that in people with

arthritis who are sedentary, yoga appears to be safe, feasible, and enjoyable for

people with both rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis, and that it results in

important physical and mental health benefits for people who practice it regularly.

Importantly, almost all benefits that we saw in patients after they completed an 8-

week program were still evident 9 months later including walking speed and physical

function. Improvements in positive affect, perceived stress, and pain were also

noted. Our same yoga program was used in a follow up study which also found

improvements in balance, functional reach, upper body function, and pain after

completing the intervention.35 Participants from this clinical trial communicate back

to us that they continue to practice yoga, now almost a decade later.

Participants in this study practiced specially designed classes that used an Integral

Yoga approach. They came to classes twice a week for 8 weeks to practice under the

close supervision of a yoga therapist. They were also asked to practice once a week

at home. Each class began with questions/comments (5 min), breathing exercises

and chanting (5 min), a warm-up and moving sequence (surya namaskara; 15 min),

and isometric poses (asanas) (20 min) to increase strength, flexibility, and balance.

Classes ended with deep relaxation (sivasana; 10 min), a closing chant, and

meditation (5 min).

The poses that were used in the study included gentle forward bends, backbends,

twists, balances, standing, sitting and lying poses. These poses were modified based

on concerns for the individual participant. Blocks, straps, blankets, and chairs were

used as props to modify poses. The intensity poses and intensity was standardized to

allow gradual progression. Eight weeks was selected for the intervention to give

sufficient time to introduce independent practice and is a common duration of

introductory classes. We also gave written instructions with pictures for home

practice and selected readings that described potential benefits of yoga components

(breathing, meditation, mindfulness). In this study we asked participants to keep

their arthritis medications constant.

In summary, yoga can be a meaningful and enjoyable alternative to traditional

forms of exercise such as aerobics or aquatic exercise with important health

benefits. Yoga can play an important role in reducing stress and frustration
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that results from pain and disability, and increasing positive feelings and wellbeing.
Drug treatments for OA and RA have improved markedly in the last few years.
Despite this, arthritis cannot be cured, and even the best medications and medical
care can only help so much. There is a great need for additional activities patients can
do to reduce pain, disability, and take control of the overall impact arthritis may have
on their lives. Thus, the evidence suggests that, when combined with a program of
good medical care, yoga may provide important additional physical and psychological
health benefits for arthritis patients. Anecdotally, many participants in our research
study are still practice yoga many years later, and consider it to be an important part
of their lifestyle and disease management.

For the full article follow the below l

Yoga for Arthritis : Benefits of Yoga for the Arthritis Patient (hopkinsarthritis.org)
Edited by Dana DiRenzo, MD 3/21/18

Poses to 
ease 
arthritis
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Recipes
Healthy Pumpkin Muffins
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JULY

AUGUST 

Govender Kameshree Aug-01

Kluge Charmaine  Aug-01

Mech Michaela Aug-01

Niss Merle  Aug-02

van Zyl Sandra  Aug-02

Mayhew Jeanette  Aug-03

Stonlake Francois  Aug-04

Patel Fiona  Aug-06

Theron Cherise  Aug-06

Bray Rozanne  Aug-07

Ashford Lisa  Aug-08

Malcomess David  Aug-11

Dixon Susan  Aug-12

Brunner Jutta  Aug-14

Hansen

Merlene 

Susan  Aug-14

Ledwaba Francis  Aug-14

Schmidt Denise  Aug-14

Saunders Tayla Aug-15

Reindl

Virginia 

Desiree  Aug-16

Bekker Helen  Aug-18

Kloosterman Sietske  Aug-22

van der Walt Andries  Aug-24

van Veijeren Allison  Aug-24

Blumrick Rita  Aug-25

Mynhardt Amanda  Aug-25

Lanzetti Lydia  Aug-28

van Breda Mercia  Jul-02

Carr Karen  Jul-03

Truluck Ethne  Jul-05

Fearon Victoria Ann  Jul-07

Petre Lydia  Jul-08

Rubidge Shanaaz  Jul-08

van 

Jaarsveld Gerrit  Jul-10

Klipp Johanna  Jul-16

Solomon Tamara  Jul-16

Lee Lileen  Jul-19

Ruppelt Ian  Jul-19

Van der 

Merwe Danielle  Jul-21

Conradie Maretha  Jul-24

Hern Leandra  Jul-24

van der Walt Sandra  Jul-24

Christofides Maro  Jul-25

Fay Sharon  Jul-25

Vorlaufer Barbara  Jul-26

Fenton Kia C  Jul-27

Plagis Sarah  Jul-27

Coakelin Carlene Ann  Jul-28

Smith

Nellie 

(Petronella)  Jul-28

Cock Ria  Jul-30

van Zyl Hester  Jul-31
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SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

Clausen Sonja  Oct-01

Smith Tracy  Oct-01

Stretch Sally  Oct-03

Naude Moira  Oct-04

Low Ah Kee Debbie  Oct-08

Botha Colleen  Oct-09

Wienand Mandy  Oct-09

Gough Jennifer  Oct-11

Du Plessis Blanche  Oct-12

Myburgh Marissa  Oct-12

Peers Tanya Oct 13

Ramnath-

Hastie Lilly  Oct-15

Shear Karen  Oct-17

Nahman Hayleen  Oct-18

Botha Estelle  Oct-20

Thambiran Jagruthi Oct-22

Dix  Helen  Oct-23

Gradwell Matthew  Oct-25

Halim Rowayda  Oct-26

Matthysen  Gail  Oct-26

Mantle Taryn-Jayne  Oct-27

Mawhinney  Colleen  Oct-28

Meyer  Adele  Oct-28

Bellairs  Joan  Oct-29

Cardy Cindy  Oct-30

De Villiers Alecia  Oct-31

Coaton  Elva  Sep-03

Kemble Maria (Lily)  Sep-03

Dollie Nicolette  Sep-05

Ferreira  Isabel  Sep-06

Barnard Claudia  Sep-07

Janse van 

Rensburg Chandré  Sep-07

Truter Linda  Sep-08

Kanyume Laureen  Sep-09

Webster Robyn  Sep-12

Frawley Ana  Sep-15

Cochrane  Pam  Sep-21

Cornelius Natalie  Sep-24

Squibb  Adele  Sep-24

Touzel Leonie  Sep-25

Kelsall  Kath  Sep-26

Casasola

 Fortunata 

(Natasha)  Sep-27
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SAY IT
WRITE IT

RIGHT NOW
SHARE WITH US!

WE LOVE TO HEAR YOUR VIEWS
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" I would like to express my complete devastation at the news of Graham's passing.
The YYI has lost a dedicated member. I remember his amazing work in creating
pdf's for Winnie's books. I can only pray all our members will keep safe at this time.
When we pass through these dark days we will remember fondly those we have
lost like Graham. I send my deepest sympathy to Graham's family. May he rest in
peace Jenny Gough"

May Graham Rest In Peace, very sad, sincere 
condolences to the family 🙏🌷🌼
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In Memory of Graham Hankin (1966-2021)

Dismiss this phantasma of disease and health, sorrow and joy. Rise above it. Become 

the Self. Watch the show of the Universe, but do not become absorbed in it. Many 

times I have seen my body gone from this world. (Paramahansa Yogananda).

This is written with great sadness on the news of sudden passing of Graham Hankin.

He was a valuable member of YYI community on so many levels. Firstly, for his

altruism, his smile, his devotion, and loyalty to the path of yoga which he practised

not only on the yoga mat, but throughout the totality of all aspects of his life. Then,

for his inborn sense of beauty, creativity, gentleness, caring, compassion. Sanskrit

word Seva, the art of selfless service, can define his work. It is a selfless work

performed without any thought of reward or payment. In Ancient India Seva was

believed to help one’s spiritual growth and at the same time contribute to the

improvement of the community. This is the art of giving with no need to receive,

where the act itself is a gift to everyone involved. Seva is the art of blessed action.

Indeed, Seva was Graham’s service to his sick mother, service to our yogic

community, service to yoga teaching and initiating few of us in the noble science and

art of yoga.

He used his expertise in the field of graphic design to do a mammoth job of changing

the layout and digitizing the books of Winnie Young. This work alone left a huge

legacy to all present and future members of our organisation. He was selflessly

helping trainees to get a grasp of the subtleties of yoga asanas and his La Verna

workshops will be well remembered to all participants because he was so unique and

full of joy and enthusiasm, even during the times of hardship. His asanas were

superb, his Baddha Konasana was a true perfection. With smile on his face, he was

always eager to help the trainees and correct our beginners’ mistakes cracking jokes

(like humorously pointing to the error of creating ‘banana’ in Sirsasana).

His joy of living was reflecting in his early hobbies of sky and scuba diving, rowing and

high board diving. The diving sports showed how much he enjoyed exploring the

depths of the sky and the water and ultimately the depth of life.

Although he worked at graphic design during the day and maintained his yoga

classes, he was taking full care of his mother as her health deteriorated, due to the

terminal disease and old age, to the very end of his life. Sadly, two of them, a mother

and her devoted son passed away only 10 days apart.

May he be remembered for the goodness and gentleness of his heart. May his soul

rest in light, peace and beauty.

I laugh at death.

I am ready anytime.

There is nothing to it.

Eternal life is mine. (Paramahansa Yogananda

By Tatjana Despotovic

YYI teacher
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Certificate & badge to Caitlin Goodwin. 
Tutorial pupil from Virginia's class. She 
qualified in March Regards Jenny

Congratulations to New Teachers

Congratulations to Alweyn Carstens 
for attaining his YYI Teacher’s 
Certificate.

Teacher Ingrid Barnsley and NEC 
Secretary, Jeanette Mayhew.

Congratulations to Tammy Solomon for 
attaining her YYI Teacher’s Certificate.Tutor 
and Teacher: Ingrid Barnsley
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Mock Exams/Examiner Training 
by Karen Carr - Written in 2020

Although I haven’t yet been qualified for 5 years, I decided that I need to begin
training to become an Examiner, as we have a shortage here in KZN. Naomi
Klingenberg, our Tutorial Coordinator, did a fantastic job preparing and arranging
everything. Also having to adjust all the rules in accordance with Covid protocols.

The training was generously hosted at Limber Lotus studio in Gilletts, home-base of
our Tutor Monique van den Busken and Gaynor Swanepoel who is also a Student
Teacher. Monique has 11 students at various stages of the course.

I sat in on two 30 minute practical “Mock Exams”. The Student Teachers had put a
huge amount of effort into their lesson programmes, and perfecting their teaching
skills, and wow did it show! Still 3 tutorials away from the exams and they made it
look almost effortless!

Having been involved in mentoring one of the Students since July, I realised how
difficult it is, and how important it is to be impartial! I simply couldn’t adjudicate her.
I thought she was fabulous😂😂 And at the end I felt so emotional, like a proud
Mother. What a wonderful experience. It makes me want to become a Tutor myself!

Then with the next Student, I found it relatively easy to see what she did right and
wrong, but to summarise that into the 10 points of a Good Teacher, now that was a
challenge! I just couldn’t do it! So suffice it to say, much more training is required for
me! The next big challenge is to give feedback to the Student’s Tutor, that has to be
positive and constructive too.

It really makes you realise how we take our Examiners for granted. It really is a very
tough job. So a VERY BIG THANK YOU must go to all of those dedicated, passionate
Teachers who put their hands up to be an Examiner. We appreciate and value you!!

3 August 2021

Since writing this article, having
experienced the pleasure of
passing on my knowledge to
others, I have decided to
become a Tutor, next year in
May, so will be looking for eager
Yogis who want to learn more.
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Lift Your Spirit at La Verna
A review of the March 2021 workshop run by our Gauteng Trio: Etienne, Tatjana and

Cynthia.

After a year of turmoil, I can honestly say that this retreat was just what my spirit

needed. In 2020, our La Verna retreat preceded a lockdown that many thought

would be a few harsh weeks… only to experience one of the most bizarre and

terrifying experiences of our lives.

Etienne started the weekend with a wonderfully soothing asana and pranayama

session. This was followed by a vegetarian dinner, and the fellowship that has always

characterized the YYI.

Bright and early the next morning, Jolene took us through exciting and energizing

postures to get the system going. I loved the theme of a butterfly class, with Jo’s

wacky sense of humour helping us to transform from sleepy caterpillars to gorgeous

butterflies. These words stay with me still: “Listen to the whispers of your body. If

you hear the screams, you’ve left it too late!”

I enjoyed sharing some insights on mudras, and it was utterly delightful to have

people invent their OWN mudras. Later that morning, Cynthia led us on a

visualization journey, and we cut and stuck and chatted and shared our boards…

what a privilege to envisage – and hopefully actualize – our realities and our futures.

Tatjana led a fascinating talk on lifting the spirit with crystals and rituals, encouraging

us to take note of how we feel, especially during times of turbulence. The

affirmation “I love and appreciate my body” is a good place to start. She reminded us

how important it is to balance our energy levels – with exercise, food, mudras, kriyas

and of course, the healing power of sleep. Mindful walks, tree hugging, uplifting

singing and meditation are other ways of restoring our balance. Clapping hands,

journal writing, singing bowls, prayer and blessings – all of these uplifting practices

are designed to offer us protection.

Jolene then offered many valuable insights into the world of technology. Her friendly

and unthreatening manner inspired even the digital ‘dinosaurs’ and excited us about

the many opportunities to share the love and joy of yoga, across cyberspace. We had

tips on using Facebook Live, Zoom, YouTube, Soundcloud, Twitter and Instagram.

After a delicious lunch, Jeanette led us in an asana workshop, taking us through

familiar asanas as well as several variations… You know we yogis love some

innovation😉! We also enjoyed a wonderful tower guide meditation, and emerged

smiling, calm and happy.

La Verna’s trusty chef wowed us with yet another delicious vegetarian meal – coping

well without electricity, and while a few of the die-hards mourned the lack of
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roast chicken and giant pumpkins, we had to concede that we were blessed to be

looked after by such a caring and generous kitchen-team!

We were due to have a lively quiz after dinner but loadshedding rendered this

impossible. Instead, some tired folk headed straight to bed, and others gathered for

convivial chats and a glass of wine.

Sunday morning heralded Etienne’s practice of asana and breath work. He drew our
attention to the acorn on our lovely t-shirts, reminding us that acorns are a symbol of
protection.

After a hearty breakfast, Isabel led us in a restorative practice. She quoted Travis
Eliot, who said, “Find the comfort in the discomfort and the serenity in the intensity.”
Wise words in ANY era, but especially now.

Nicolette then taught us about the importance and the benefits of spinal undulation.
After a vigorous workout, befriending our spines and waving away the stiffness, we
surrendered to the mats, ready to enjoy a frankincense-fragranced blessing and our
final meditation.

Sincerest thanks to the Gauteng Committee for a wonderful, restorative and uplifting
weekend.

Thanks too must go to the ever-efficient Jeanette for organizing rooms and
certificates, double checking that all went smoothly. And our trusty, ever-dependable
Isabel for sorting out the accommodation gremlins and the finances, bless and thank
you too. Etienne, our t-shirts are beautiful, and will remind us of a cherished
weekend. Tatjana, your wealth of knowledge and willingness to share, is really
admirable. Cynthia, may your bravery be commended, and your yogi-farm-sanctuary
become a reality.

What a privilege to enjoy, learn and grow in the YYI way.
Ingrid
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COMMENTS FROM LAVERNA

Good Afternoon everyone,

Thank you for an amazing weekend and reminding me why I started yoga (The 
people, the mindset and the soul energy)
All sessions were appreciated as awesome learning experiences.

I appreciate all of you and especially our weekend instructors for the effort they 
put in to teach us.

The weekend was a reset to my yoga journey. Thank you! I appreciate you all.
The pigs were a highlight too :)))) Hope to see you all at the next one.

Warm Regards
Zuriah Davis

Thank you for your mail and all the attachments; much appreciatedJ
Your programme was innovative and perfectly balanced.

Thank you everyone, for an amazing weekend with lots of variety, challenges, 
fun and incredible fellowship.

I feel so blessed to be part of the YYI family.

Take care.
Namaste, Isabel Ferreira

Dear La Verna YYI yogis

Thank you very much for you participation in a wonderful Yogic weekend.
I greatly appreciate your individual energies and presence that created a very 
gratifying and harmonious atmosphere.

Look forward to seeing you all on the mat again

Namaste, Etienne Moorcroft
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Young Yoga Institute yoga books price list

BASIC YOGA ASANAS                           R45

TO TRIM THE WICK BOOK 1               R70

TO TRIM THE WICK BOOK 11           R105

HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS               R50

WHEN TO TEACH WHAT                      R25

PREPARING FOR MOTHERHOOD        R25

LIGHT A CANDLE                                   R50

TO STEADY THE FLAME                       R65

CHAKRAS AND KUNDALINI                  R25

MORE WAX FOR THE CANDLE            R20

YOGA FOR THE CHRISTIAN                 R40

e-mail: jagough@mailone.co.za



FOUNDER: The late Winnie Young

PRINCIPAL: Karen Carr
Cell: 083 708 5756
E-mail: principal@youngyogainstitute.co.za

SECRETARY: Ingrid Barnsley
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E-mail: secretary@youngyogainstitute.co.za

TREASURER: Amber Tubb
Cell: 079 703 0501
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Cell: 072 189 0185
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YYI main bank account:
In the name of: Young Yoga Institute

ABSA account no. 9044935709
For payment of subs and seminar deposits,etc.

Book Fund Bank account:
In the name of Young Yoga Institute Book Fund

ABSA account no: 9253912536
For payment of all books purchased
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